
Safari in STYLE

When you arrive at Rhulani Safari Lodge in the 
Madikwe Game Reserve, you are greeted with a 
warm African welcome, smiling, singing faces, a 

refreshing facecloth and a cool drink. The four to five hour 
drive from Johannesburg recedes into memory as you bask 
under the thatch roof deck on comfortable sofas and absorb 
the sun. Rhulani’s superb 5-star service is on call at all times 
so succumb to the tranquillity of this idyllic setting. 

With a family suite or seven beautiful chalets – each with air-
conditioning, a private deck, plunge pool and outdoor shower 
you can relax in the summer sun. Or, when the winter chill is 
biting, stay indoors with the Morso fireplace, hot chocolate 
and bubble bath, while waiting for the animals to stroll past 
the windows on the way to the waterhole in front of the lodge. 

Set in the Malaria-Free Big Five game reserve of Madikwe, you 
can explore the park with experienced, highly trained rangers 

who will guide you in open vehicles and share their knowledge 
of the bush. Unforgettable game drive experiences await for 
the patient and the lucky – the bush can explode into life 
around every corner and there’s always something interesting 
if you ask lots of questions. 

You will be well fed at Rhulani with outstanding Boma dinners, 
indoor dining, romantic dinners for two or share a meal with 
other guests from all corners of the world. Serviced by an 
amazing team of dedicated, proud and passionate staff, you 
will be hard-pressed to find any flaws.
 
A beautiful conference centre accommodates up to 30 
delegates around a unique leadwood conference table. 
Conferences can be organised through our Reservations 
department and will be designed to suit your itinerary. An 
extra nine rooms are available for conference delegates.

At Rhulani, your whims are catered for. Take time to enjoy the 
stars or rest easy by the pool. There are massage treatments 
to indulge in, excursions to Botswana and bush walks for 
the adventurous. Visiting Rhulani is both stimulating and 
inspirational. They have set out to transform the ordinary into 
the extraordinary, to build a modern-day refuge, an oasis of 
calm, a place to nourish the soul and lift the spirit. Experience 
the serenity and harmony of this special place – celebrate 
nature, celebrate life.

For bookings contact RHULANI Safari Lodge: 
+27 (0)14 553 3981 | +27 (0)82 907 9628
reservations@rhulani.com | www.rhulani.com n
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Cheeses, cold meats, seafood, wines,
spirits and assorted goods delivered

ORDER ONLINE – www.europfoods.co.za
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